Abstract-Generalized product codes (GPCs) are extensions of product codes (PCs), where code symbols are protected by two component codes but not necessarily arranged in a rectangular array. We consider a deterministic construction of GPCs (as opposed to randomized code ensembles) and analyze the asymptotic performance over the binary erasure channel under iterative decoding. Our code construction encompasses several classes of GPCs previously proposed in the literature, such as irregular PCs, blockwise braided codes, and staircase codes. It is assumed that the component codes can correct a fixed number of erasures and that the length of each component code tends to infinity. We show that this setup is equivalent to studying the behavior of a peeling algorithm applied to a sparse inhomogeneous random graph. Using a convergence result for these graphs, we derive the density evolution equations that characterize the asymptotic decoding performance. As an application, we discuss the design of irregular GPCs, employing a mixture of component codes with different erasure-correcting capabilities.
row is a codeword in C 1 and every column is a codeword in C 2 . Tanner [5] significantly extended this construction and introduced generalized low-density parity-check (GLDPC) codes. GLDPC codes are defined via bipartite graphs where variable nodes (VNs) and constraint nodes (CNs) represent code symbols and component code constraints, respectively. If the underlying graph of a GLDPC code consists exclusively of degree-2 VNs (i.e., each code symbol is protected by two component codes), the code is referred to as a generalized PC (GPC). Most of the examples presented in [5] fall into this category.
PCs have an intuitive iterative decoding algorithm and are used in a variety of applications [6] , [7] . In practice, the component codes are typically Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) or Reed-Solomon codes, which can be efficiently decoded via algebraic bounded-distance decoding (BDD). This makes Generalized product codes (GPCs) particularly suited for high-speed applications due to their significantly reduced decoding complexity compared to message-passing decoding of low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [8] . For example, GPCs have been investigated by many authors as practical solutions for forward-error correction in fiber-optical communication systems [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
The iterative decoding of GPCs is a standard element in many of these systems and the analysis of iterative decoding is typically based on density evolution (DE) [16] , [17] using an ensemble argument. That is, rather than analyzing a particular code directly, one considers a set of codes, defined via suitable randomized connections between VNs and CNs in the Tanner graph. Some notable exceptions include Gallager's original analysis based on deterministic constructions of large-girth LDPC codes [18] , Tanner's analysis of Hamming GPCs [5] , the analysis of PCs using monotone graph properties [19] , and the analysis of PCs based on the k-core problem [9] , [11] .
In this paper, we focus on the asymptotic performance of GPCs over the binary erasure channel (BEC) assuming iterative decoding based on BDD of the component codes. In particular, we consider the case where the component codes have a fixed erasure-correcting capability and the length of each component code tends to infinity. Like [9] , [11] , [19] , we consider a deterministic construction of GPCs. Indeed, many classes of GPCs have a very regular structure in terms of their Tanner graph and are not at all random-like. The code construction we consider is sufficiently general to recover 0018-9448 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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several of these classes as special cases, such as irregular PCs [20] , [21] , block-wise braided codes [22, Sec. III] , and staircase codes [8] . The main contribution of this paper is to show that, analogous to DE for code ensembles, the asymptotic performance of the considered GPC construction is rigorously characterized by a recursive update equation. Like [9] , [11] , [19] , this paper is largely based on results that have been derived in random graph theory. In our case, the Tanner graph itself is deterministic and consists of a fixed arrangement of (degree-2) VNs and CNs. Randomness is introduced entirely due to the channel by forming the so-called residual graph (or error graph) from the Tanner graph, i.e., after removing known VNs and collapsing erased VNs into edges [9] , [11] , [19] . Thus, different channel realizations give rise to an ensemble of residual graphs, facilitating the analysis. The code construction considered here is such that the residual graph ensemble corresponds to the sparse inhomogeneous random graph model in [23] . Analyzing the decoding failure of the iterative decoder (for a fixed number of iterations) can then be translated into a graph-theoretic question about the behavior of a peeling algorithm applied to such a random graph. We can then use a convergence result in [23] to conclude that, as the number of vertices in the graph tends to infinity, the correct limiting behavior is obtained by evaluating the peeling algorithm on a multi-type branching process.
A similar connection between large random graphs and branching processes also arises in the DE analysis for code ensembles, e.g., irregular LDPC codes. The main difference between this and our setup is that, for code ensembles, the Tanner graph itself is random due to the randomized edge connections in the ensemble definition. DE relies on the fact that the asymptotic behavior of an extrinsic iterative messagepassing decoder can be analyzed by considering an ensemble of computation trees [24, Sec. 3.7 .2] (see also [25, Sec. 1] ). This tree ensemble can alternatively be viewed as a multi-type branching process, where types correspond to VNs and CNs of different degrees. A tree-convergence and concentration result ensures that the performance of a code taken (uniformly at random) from the ensemble will be close to the predicted DE behavior, provided that the code is sufficiently long [17, Th. 2] .
The above ensemble approach can be applied to GLDPC codes and thus also to GPCs. For example, in [26] [27] [28] a DE analysis for protograph-based braided codes is presented, where the Tanner graph of a tightly-braided code is interpreted as a protograph [29] . An ensemble approach has been further applied to regular GPCs in [30] , where the authors analyze the asymptotic ensemble performance and derive the corresponding iterative decoding thresholds. In [31] [32] [33] , the authors perform a DE analysis for GPC ensembles paying special attention to so-called spatially-coupled codes. On the other hand, many GPCs proposed for practical systems (e.g., the recent code proposals for optical transport networks in [8] and [13] ) are entirely deterministic and not based on a randomized code ensemble. One reason for this is that deterministic GPCs have been shown to achieve extremely low error floors in practice. Moreover, the inherent code structure often results in implementation advantages compared to randomized GPCs. For example, the array representation of many deterministic GPCs facilitates the use of simple hardware layouts and efficient "row-column" iterative decoding schedules, whereas ensemble-based GPCs are unlikely to possess an array representation. Therefore, given the structured Tanner graphs of many practical GPC classes, it would be highly desirable to make precise statements about the performance of actual codes, without resorting to an ensemble argument.
The work here is closely related to [9] , [11] , [19] . In [19] , combinatorial tools from the study of random graphs are used to analyze the iterative decoding of PCs. In [9] , the authors point out the direct connection between the iterative decoding of PCs and a well-studied problem in random graph theory: the emergence of a k-core, defined as the largest induced subgraph where all vertices have degree at least k [34] . Indeed, assuming that all component codes can correct t erasures and allowing for an unrestricted number of iterations, the decoding either finishes successfully, or gets stuck and the resulting graph corresponds to the (t + 1)-core of the residual graph. The results in [34] apply to PCs only after some modifications (described in [9] ), since the random graph model in [34] is slightly different than the actual one corresponding to the residual graph ensemble of PCs. In a later paper, Justesen considered GPCs for which the Tanner graph is based on a complete graph [11] (see, e.g., Fig. 1(b) ). In that case, the results in [34] are directly applicable. The resulting codes are referred to as half-product codes (HPCs). Even though these codes have received very little attention in the literature, Tanner already used a similar construction [5, Fig. 6] .
We use HPCs as the starting point for our analysis. The reason is that the residual graph of an HPC corresponds exactly to an instance of the Erdős-Rényi random graph model G(n, p) [35] , [36] , which is arguably one of the most wellstudied random graph models and also considerably simpler than the inhomogeneous random graph model in [23] . It is therefore instructive to consider this case in sufficient detail before analyzing generalizations to other GPCs. Even though other classes of GPCs are mentioned and discussed also in [11] (e.g., braided codes), so far, rigorous analytical results about the asymptotic performance of deterministic GPCs have been limited to conventional PCs and HPCs.
As an application of the derived DE equations for deterministic GPCs, we discuss the optimization of component code mixtures for HPCs. In particular, we consider the case where the component codes can have different erasurecorrecting capabilities. It is shown that, similar to irregular PCs [20] , [21] , HPCs greatly benefit from employing component codes with different strengths, both in terms of decoding thresholds and finite-length performance. We further derive upper and lower bounds on the iterative decoding thresholds of HPCs with component code mixtures. The upper bound is shown to have a graphical interpretation in terms of areas related to the DE equations, similar to the area theorem of irregular LDPC codes.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We start by analyzing HPCs in Sections II, III, and IV. In particular, in Section II we discuss the code construction, the decoding algorithm, and state the main result about the asymptotic performance of HPCs in Theorem 1. In Section III, we review the necessary background about random graphs and branching processes related to the proof of Theorem 1, which is then given in Section IV. In Section V, we extend Theorem 1 to a general deterministic construction of GPCs and derive the corresponding DE equations. The optimization of component code mixtures for irregular HPCs is studied in Section VII. The paper is concluded in Section VIII.
A. Notation
The following notation is used throughout the paper. We define the sets [n] {1, 2, . . . , n}, N 0 {0, 1, 2, . . . }, and N {1, 2, . . . }. The cardinality of a set A is denoted by |A|. Sequences are denoted by (x n ) n≥1 = x 1 , x 2 , . . .. The probability density function (PDF) of a random variable (RV) X is denoted by f X (·). Expectation and probability are denoted by E [·] and P (·), respectively. We write X ∼ B( p) if X is a Bernoulli RV with success probability p, X ∼ Bin(n, p) if X is a Binomial RV with parameters n and p, and X ∼ Po(λ) if X is a Poisson RV with mean λ. With some abuse of notation, we write, e.g., P (Po(λ) ≥ t) for P (X ≥ t) with X ∼ Po(λ). We define the Poisson tail probability as ≥t (λ)
We use boldface to denote vectors and matrices (e.g., a and A). Matrix transpose is denoted by (·) . Convergence in distribution (weak convergence) is denoted by d − → and convergence in probability by P − →. For positive real functions, standard asymptotic notation (as n → ∞) will be used, e.g., we write
). Finally, a code is called an (n, k, d) code if it is linear and it has length n, dimension k, and minimum distance d.
II. HALF-PRODUCT CODES

A. Code Construction
Let C be a binary (n, k C , t + 1) code and recall that such a code can correct all erasure patterns up to weight t. An HPC is constructed as follows (cf. [11, Sec. III-B]). Start with a conventional PC defined as the set of n × n arrays such that each row and column is a codeword in the component code C. Then, form a subcode of this PC by retaining only symmetric codeword arrays (i.e., arrays that are equal to their transpose) with a zero diagonal. After puncturing the diagonal and the upper (or lower) triangular part of the array, one obtains an HPC of length m = n 2 . The Tanner graph representing an HPC is obtained from a complete graph with n vertices by interpreting each vertex as a CN corresponding to C (shortened by one bit) and replacing each of the m edges by two half-edges joint together by a VN [11, Sec. III-B]. 1 1 One way to see this is to incorporate the symmetry constraint into the Tanner graph of a PC by connecting each VN to the "transposed" VN through a single parity-check (forcing the two to be equal). The graph now consists of degree-3 VNs (one row, one column, and one symmetry constraint), but can be simplified by removing all row (or column) constraints. Illustrations for an HPC with n = 5. In the array, "*" means "equal to the transposed element". The highlighted array elements illustrate one particular code constraint, which is also highlighted in the Tanner graph. In the following, we assume some fixed (and arbitrary) ordering on the CNs and VNs.
Example 1: Figs. 1(a) and (b) show the code array and Tanner graph of an HPC for n = 5 and m = 10. The highlighted array elements show the code symbols participating in the second row constraint, which, due to the enforced symmetry, is also the second column constraint. Effectively, each component code acts on an L-shape in the array, i.e., both a partial row and column, which includes one diagonal element. The degree of each CN is n − 1 = 4, due to the zeros on the diagonal. For example, for the highlighted CN in Fig. 1(b) , the second bit position of C is shortened (i.e., set to zero). Different bit positions are shortened for different CNs. Thus, the effective (n −1, k C −1, t+1) component codes associated with the CNs are not necessarily the same.
Remark 1: Recall that for a Tanner graph with generalized CNs, the edges emanating from each CN should also be labeled with the corresponding component code bit positions [5, Sec. II] . For HPCs, this assignment is implicitly given due to the array description. For example, the edges emanating from the highlighted CN in Fig. 1(b) correspond to bit positions 1, 5, 4, and 3 (in left-to-right order). Reshuffling these assignments may result in an overall code with different properties (e.g., rate) even though the Tanner graph remains unchanged [5, Sec. II], [11, Sec. III-A]. However, for the considered iterative decoder, the performance remains identical as long as the component code associated with each CN is able to correct t erasures, regardless of the bit position assignment.
We consider the limit n → ∞, i.e., we use the number of CNs in the Tanner graph to denote the problem size as opposed to the code length m = O(n 2 ). Assuming that C has a fixed erasure-correcting capability, 2 this limit is sometimes referred to as the high-rate scaling limit or high-rate regime [31] . Indeed, if C has dimension k C , the rate of an HPC is lowerbounded by [7, Sec. 5 
For a fixed erasure-correcting capability, we can assume that n − k C in (1) stays constant. It follows that R → 1 as n → ∞. Note that the dimension of an HPC is k C (k C − 1)/2 [11, Sec. III-B], [37, Lemma. 8] , which leads to a slightly larger rate than the lower bound in (1).
B. Binary Erasure Channel
Suppose that a codeword of an HPC is transmitted over the BEC with erasure probability p. Let I k be the number of initial erasures associated with the k-th component code constraint. Due to symmetry, we have
Moreover, using a Chernoff bound, it can be shown that I k concentrates around its mean (see, e.g., [19, Sec. IV] ). As a consequence, for a fixed p > 0 and n → ∞, we see that any decoding attempt will be futile since E [I k ] → ∞ for all k, but, on the other hand, we assumed a finite erasurecorrecting capability for the component codes. We therefore let the erasure probability decay slowly as p = c/n, for a fixed c > 0. Since now p → 0 as n → ∞, one may (falsely) conclude that decoding will always be successful in the asymptotic limit. As we will see, however, the answer depends crucially on the choice of c. It is thus instructive to interpret c as the "effective" channel quality for the chosen scaling of the erasure probability. From the above discussion, its operational meaning is given in terms of the expected number of initial erasures per component code constraint for large n, i.e.,
Remark 2: One may alternatively assume a fixed erasure probability p, in conjunction with sequences of component codes that can correct a fixed fraction of erasures in terms of their block length. However, in that case, a simple analysis reveals that the (half-)product construction is essentially useless in the limit n → ∞, and it is indeed better to just use the component code by itself (see the discussion in [19, Sec. IV]).
C. Iterative Decoding
Suppose decoding is performed iteratively for iterations according to the following procedure. In each iteration, perform BDD for all CNs based on the values of the connected VNs. Afterwards, update previously erased VNs according to the decoding outcome. Updates are performed whenever there exists at least one CN where the weight of the associated erasure pattern is less than or equal to t. If the weight exceeds t, we say that the corresponding component code declares a decoding failure.
Remark 3: The decoding can alternatively be interpreted as an (intrinsic) message-passing decoder. In the first iteration, all VNs forward the received channel observations to the connected CNs. Then, CNs perform BDD based on all incoming messages and update their outgoing messages according to the decoding outcome. In subsequent iterations, outgoing VN messages are changed from erased to known if any of the two incoming CN messages becomes known. These update rules for VN and CN messages are not extrinsic (cf. [24, p. 117] ), since the outgoing message along an edge may depend on the incoming message along the same edge.
An efficient way to represent the decoding is to consider the following peeling procedure. First, form the residual graph from the Tanner graph by deleting VNs and adjacent edges associated with correctly received bits and collapsing erased VNs into edges [9] , [11] , [19] . Then, in each iteration, determine all vertices that have degree at most t and remove them, together with all adjacent edges. The decoding is successful if the resulting graph is empty after (at most) iterations.
Example 2: Fig. 1(c) shows the residual graph for the HPC in Example 1, where c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 7 , and c 9 are assumed to be erased. One may check that for t = 1, the decoding gets stuck after one iteration while for t = 2, the decoding finishes successfully after two iterations.
Remark 4:
The above parallel peeling procedure should not be confused with the sequential "peeling decoder" described in, e.g., [24, p. 117] . That decoder uses a different scheduling where vertices are removed sequentially and not in parallel, i.e., in each step one picks only one vertex with degree at most t (uniformly at random) and removes it [24, p. 117] .
D. Asymptotic Performance
For a fixed , we wish to characterize the asymptotic decoding performance as n → ∞. We start by giving a heuristic argument behind the result stated in Theorem 1 below. For a similar discussion in the context of cores in random graphs, see [34, Sec. 2] .
• Consider a randomly chosen CN. The decoding outcome of the BDD for this CN after iterations depends only on the depth-neighborhood 3 of the vertex in the residual graph corresponding to this CN. The residual graph itself is an instance of the Erdős-Rényi random graph model G(n, p), which consists of n vertices. An edge between two vertices exists with probability p = c/n, independently of all other edges.
• For large n, the fixed-depth neighborhood approximately looks like a Poisson branching process, which starts with an initial vertex at depth 0 that has a Poisson number of neighboring vertices with mean c that extend to depth 1. Each of these vertices has again a Poisson number of neighboring vertices, independently of all other vertices, and so on.
• For large n and fixed , one would therefore expect the probability that an individual CN declares a failure to be close to the probability that the root vertex of the first generations of the branching process survives the same peeling procedure as described for the residual graph. We define the latter probability as z ( ) . We will see in Section IV-C that
where the function ≥t is defined in Section I-A and x ( ) is defined recursively by x (0) = 1 and
The main result for HPCs is as follows. Furthermore, for any ε ≥ 0, there exist δ > 0, β > 0, and n 0 ∈ N such that for all n > n 0 we have
Proof: The proof is given in Section IV. Remark 5: In our notation, we largely suppress the dependence of the involved RVs on n and (e.g., one could write
Combining (4) and (5) allows us to conclude that the code performance after iterations (measured in terms of the RV W , i.e., the fraction of component codes that declare failure) converges almost surely to a deterministic value, i.e., it sharply concentrates around z ( ) for sufficiently large n. This result is analogous to the DE analysis of LDPC codes [17, Th. 2] , and hence, we refer to (2) and (3) as the DE equations.
The chosen performance measure in Theorem 1 is the most natural one for the proof in Section IV. It is, however, possible to relate (2) and (3) to other performance measures that are more relevant in practice.
Example 3: The meaning of the quantity x ( ) is given in Section IV-C in terms of the Poisson branching process. The operational meaning in the coding context is as follows. Consider a randomly chosen erased bit. Asymptotically, x ( ) corresponds to the probablity that the bit is not recovered after decoding iterations by one of the two corresponding component codes. Since each bit is protected by two component codes, the overall probability of not recovering the bit is asymptotically given by (x ( ) ) 2 . In Fig. 2 , we plot the resulting DE prediction (x ( ) ) 2 as a function of c for t = 4 and different values of , together with simulation results of the (scaled) bit error rate (BER) for n = 1000 and n = 5000. Asymptotically as n → ∞, we expect the simulation results to converge to the solid lines. The rate of convergence is not analyzed in this paper, e.g., through a finite-length scaling analysis. It should be noted, however, that the convergence rate in terms of the code length m is rather "slow". More precisely, consider the gap between the DE prediction and finite-length simulations for n c BER = 10 −3 and = 25 in Fig. 2 . From the simulation results, one may estimate that
Theorem 1 can be seen as an application of [23, Th. 11.6] , except for the concentration bound in (5) . In fact, [23, Th. 11.6] applies to a more general class of inhomogeneous random graphs, and we use it later when studying generalizations to other GPCs. The reason for including a separate proof for HPCs in Section IV is two-fold. First, since [23, Th. 11.6] applies to a more general class of random graphs, it is instructive to consider the simplest case, i.e., the random graph G(n, p) corresponding to HPCs, separately and in more detail. Second, rather than relying on [23, Th. 11.6], a self-contained proof of Theorem 1 allows us to point out similarities and differences to the DE analysis for LDPC codes in [17] , [25] , which we believe many readers are familiar with.
As mentioned in [11] , iterative decoding of HPCs over the BEC is closely related to the emergence of a k-core in G(n, p). First observe that the overall decoding is successful if the RV W is strictly zero, i.e., if none of the component decoders declare failure. The existence of a core can then be related to the overall decoding failure assuming an unrestricted number of iterations. Therefore, there is a subtle difference between studying the core and the overall decoding failure in our setup. In our case, the notion of decoding failure is always linked to the number of decoding iterations, which is assumed to be fixed (cf. [24, Sec. 3.19] ). As a consequence, even though the overall decoding may fail after a finite number of iterations, there need not be a core in the residual graph. (The decoding may have been successful if we had done one more iteration, say.) Linking the decoding failure to the number of iterations has the advantage that it can always be determined locally (within the neighborhood of each vertex), whereas the core is a global graph property. In general, additional effort is required to infer information about global graph properties from local ones [38, Sec. 3.3] , [39] .
E. Performance Prediction of Finite-Length Codes
Before proving Theorem 1, it is instructive to discuss the practical implications of the asymptotic DE analysis for finitelength codes. This is particularly important because the highrate scaling limit implies p → 0 and R → 1 as n → ∞, which seems to preclude any practical usefulness. To see that this is not the case, we start by reviewing the practical usefulness of DE for finite-length LDPC codes.
DE is typically used to find decoding thresholds that divide the channel quality parameters range (e.g., the erasure probability or the signal-to-noise ratio) into a region where reliable communication is possible and where it is not. This interpretation of the threshold as a sharp dividing line is appropriate for n → ∞, where, for LDPC codes, n is the code length. On the other hand, for finite n, thresholds are still useful to approximately predict the region of the channel quality parameter range where the performance curve of a finite-length LDPC code bends into the characteristic waterfall behavior. Moreover, thresholds have been used with great success as an optimization criterion to improve the performance of practical, finite-length LDPC codes in a wide variety of applications. The rationale behind this approach is that threshold improvements translate quite well into performance improvements, at least if n is sufficiently large. While there is no guarantee that this approach works, it typically leads to fast and efficient optimization routines.
The asymptotic DE analysis in this paper can be used in essentially the same way. The main conceptual difference with respect to DE for LDPC codes is that decoding thresholds are not given in terms of the actual channel quality, but rather in terms of the effective channel quality. In particular, the decoding threshold is formally defined as
Asymptotic results, including thresholds, can be translated into a nonasymptotic setting by considering the erasure probability scaling p = c/n for a given (finite) n. For example, consider the results for HPCs with t = 4 shown in Fig. 2 . The threshold in this case is located at approximately c * ≈ 6.8. Therefore, we should expect the waterfall behavior for n = 1000 to start at p ≈ 0.0068 and for n = 5000 at p ≈ 0.00136. The practical usefulness of the asymptotic DE analysis for finite-length codes will be further illustrated in Section VII, where we consider the parameter optimization of so-called irregular HPCs. We will see that by using thresholds as an optimization criterion, performance improvements for finitelength codes can be obtained in much the same way as for LDPC codes.
III. RANDOM GRAPHS AND BRANCHING PROCESSES
In this section, we review the necessary background related to the proof of Theorem 1 in Section IV.
A. Random Graphs
Let G(n, p) be the Erdős-Rényi model (also known as the Gilbert model) of a random graph with n vertices, where each of the m = n 2 possible edges appears with probability p, independently of all other edges [35] , [36] . A helpful representation of this model is to consider a random, symmetric n × n adjacency matrix θ with entries θ i,i = 0 and
We use G to denote a random graph drawn from G(n, p). For the remainder of the paper, we fix The following result about the maximum vertex degree will be used in the proof of the concentration bound (5).
Lemma 1: Let D max max i∈ [n] n j =1 θ i, j be the maximum degree of all vertices in the random graph G. We have
where d n is any function of n satisfying d n = (log(n)). Proof: The proof is standard and relies on Chernoff's inequality and the union bound. For completeness, a proof is given in Appendix A.
The random graph G is completely specified by all its edges, i.e., by the m RVs θ i, j for 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n. It is sometimes more convenient to specify these RVs in a length-m vector instead of a matrix. With some abuse of notation, we also write θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ m ) , asserting that there is a one-to-one correspondence between θ k and θ i, j .
Example 5: Let E = m k=1 θ k be the number of edges in G. Then, E ∼ Bin(m, c/n) and the expected number of edges grows linearly with n since E [E] = mp = (n − 1)c/2.
B. Neighborhood Exploration Process
An important tool to study the neighborhood of a vertex in G(n, p) is the so-called exploration process which we briefly review in the following (see, e.g., [ Let X t be the number of vertices that become active at time t (i.e., in step 3). The number of active vertices, A t , and neutral vertices, N t , at the end of time t is given by
with A 0 = 1. One can also explicitly write
where We define the stopping time J of the process (X t ) t ≥1 to be the time when the entire depth-neighborhood has been exposed. 4 Formally, J is recursively defined as
for ∈ N, where J 0 = 0 (i.e.,
i=1 X i + 1, and so on). We further use Z to denote the number of vertices at depth , where Z 0 = 1, and we let T = l=0 Z l be the total number of vertices in the entire depth-neighborhood. Observe that Z = A J , i.e., the number of vertices at depth corresponds to the number of active vertices at the stopping time J . We also have J = T −1 , i.e., the stopping time for depth corresponds to the number of all vertices up to depth − 1.
Example 6: Assume = 2. An example of the neighborhood is shown in Fig. 3 . The corresponding realization of the stopped exploration process (X 1 , . . . , X J ) is given by (3, 3, 0, 2), where we assumed a left-to-right ordering of vertices. We have J 2 = T 1 = 4. Observe that all vertices in the neighborhood are exposed. However, there may still be connections between any of the (active) vertices at depth 2, in which case the neighborhood contains cycles.
C. Branching Processes
A (Galton-Watson) branching process with offspring distributionξ is a discrete-time Markov chain (Z ) ≥0 defined by [42, Ch. 8 
where (ξ ,i ) ,i≥0 is a two-dimensional sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) N 0 -valued RVs with distributionξ ,i ∼ξ . In our context, the interpretation of the process is as follows. Start with one vertex at depth = 0 which has a random number of neighboring (or offspring) vertices extending to depth 1. Each of the vertices at depth 1 (if there are any) has again a random number of offspring vertices, independently of all other vertices, and so on.Z is the total number of vertices at depth , whereasξ ,i is the number of offspring vertices of the i th vertex at depth . We further define the total number of vertices up to (and including) depth asT = l=0Z l . The exploration process in the previous subsection is closely related to a Poisson branching process with mean c, i.e., the case whereξ = Po(c). The connection becomes apparent by considering the random-walk perspective of the branching process [41, Sec. 3.3]. Here, the number of offspring vertices is specified in a one-dimensional fashion, indexed by t, and denoted byX t . The indexing is done breadth-first, in a predetermined order, e.g., left to right. In particular, we havē
withĀ 0 = 1, similar to (8) . The crucial difference with respect to the exploration process is thatX t ∼ξ for all t. Similar to the exploration process, we recursively define the stopping time for the process (X t ) t ≥1 asJ = J −1 i=1X i + 1 withJ 0 = 0 (cf. (10)), whereJ =T −1 . Thus, the stopped process (X 1 , · · · ,XJ ) specifies the branching process up to depth .
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In the following, we provide a proof of Theorem 1. In Section IV-A, we show that, with high probability, the depth-neighborhood of a vertex in the residual graph G is a tree. We use this result in Section IV-B to show the convergence of the expected decoding outcome for an individual CN after iterations to the decoding outcome when evaluated on the branching process. The iterative decoding on the branching process (also known as DE) is analyzed in Section IV-C. Finally, the concentration bound in (5) is shown in Section IV-D.
The tree-like behavior and the convergence of the neighborhood in G(n, c/n) to the Poisson branching process are certainly well-known within the random-graph-theory literature. For example, this type of convergence is sometimes referred to as local weak convergence, see, e.g., [43] or [44, Proposition 2.3.1]. Here, we give a simple proof based on stochastic processes and stopping times.
A. Tree-Like Neighborhood Lemma 2: Let B G (k, ) denote the depth-neighborhood of the k-th vertex in G. Then, for any k ∈ [n], we have
where β(c, ) depends only on c and .
Proof:
We can use the exploration process in Section III-B to show that the total number of potential edges that could create a cycle during the exploration (i.e., in step 2) is given by
In particular, at each time t, one vertex out of the A t −1 active vertices is being explored. The other A t −1 − 1 active vertices are known to be part of the neighborhood. Hence, any of the A t −1 − 1 potential edges to these vertices would create a cycle. The sum in (14) counts all of these potential edges up to the random stopping time J . Furthermore, at the stopping time J , there exist Z active vertices at depth , with
potential edges between them, each of which creates a cycle (see, e.g., Fig. 3 ). For the neighborhood to be a tree, all of these edges must be absent. Since any edge in the exploration will not appear with probability 1 − c/n, independently of all other edges, we have
Surely, N cannot be larger than the total number of possible edges in the neighborhood, i.e., N ≤ T 2 ≤ T 2 /2, where we recall that T is the total number of vertices encountered. Inserting this bound into (16) [17, Appendix A] (and its extension to irregular ensembles with bounded maximum VN and CN degree) is that the number of vertices in the neighborhood cannot be upper bounded by a constant which is independent of n. (In [17] , n corresponds to the LDPC code length.)
B. Convergence to the Poisson Branching Process
It is well-known that the degree of a vertex in G(n, c/n) converges to a Poisson RV with mean c as n → ∞ (see Example 4). More generally, for any finite t, and any (17) whereX 1 , . . . ,X t are i.i.d. Po(c). This, together with Lemma 2, implies that the distribution on the shape of the neighborhood (for any fixed depth) converges to a Poisson branching process with mean c. To see this, note that under the assumption that the neighborhood is tree-like, its shape is specified by the stopped exploration process (X 1 , . . . , X J ). Each realization of (X 1 , · · · , X J ) is a vector of some (finite) length specifying the number of offspring vertices in the tree in a sequential manner. The set of all realizations is thus a subset of
Since N * 0 is countably infinite, there exists a one-to-one mapping between N * 0 and N 0 . We denote such a mapping by M : N * 0 → N 0 and let M −1 be its inverse. We now define new RVs
One can think about enumerating all possible trees and assigning an index to each of them. A distribution over the shape of the trees is then equivalent to a distribution over the indices. It is now easy to show that
where, to obtain (20) from (19), we used the fact that the conditional distributions of the stopping times J andJ given X 1 , . . . , X t andX 1 , . . . ,X t , respectively, are both independent of n and equal to 1. This is because the realizations x 1 , . . . , x t fully determine the stopping times as J =J = t. Remark 7: In general, the distribution f J |X 1 ,...,X t is not independent of n. From (10) , recall that J =
One may distinguish two cases: In the first case, the realizations of X 1 , . . . , X t determine J and f J |X 1 ,...,X t is an indicator function that does not depend on n. In the second case, the realizations of X 1 , . . . , X t do not determine J and
To pass from (19) to (20), we only encounter the first case. This is because the random variable B n is defined as a function of the stopped exploration process and the corresponding realizations always determine J .
A direct consequence of this result is that the expected value of a (bounded) function applied to the neighborhood of a vertex in G(n, c/n) converges to the expected value of the same function applied to the branching process. In particular, recall that the RV W = 
which, due to symmetry, is independent of k. 
which, together with (13), implies (4). Remark 8: It is worth mentioning that for regular LDPC code ensembles, there is no notion of an asymptotic neighborhood distribution (in the sense of (17)) beyond the fact that cycles can be ignored. This is because the ensemble of computation trees for a CN (or VN) reduces to a single deterministic tree.
C. Density Evolution
Once the true distribution on the neighborhood-shape has been replaced by the branching process, the parameter of interest can be easily computed (cf. [34, Sec. 2] , [38, p. 43] ). In our case, the parameter of interest is the probability that a CN declares a decoding failure after iterations as n → ∞, or, equivalently, the probability that the root vertex of the branching process survives peeling iterations. Due to the recursion that is inherent in the definition of the branching process, it is not surprising that the solution is also given in terms of a recursion. This is, of course, completely analogous to the analysis of LDPC code ensembles, see, e.g., the discussion in [45, Sec. 1]. Also, similar to LDPC codes over the BEC, we refer to this step as DE (even though the parameter of interest does not correspond to a density).
Consider a Poisson branching process with mean c. Assume that we have a realization of this process (i.e., a tree) up to depth . We wish to determine if the root vertex survives iterations of the peeling procedure (and thus the CN corresponding to the root node declares a decoding failure). One can recursively break down the answer as follows. First, for each of the root's offspring vertices, apply −1 peeling iterations to the subtree that has the offspring vertex as a root (and extends from depth 1 to ). Then, if the number of offspring vertices that survive this peeling is less than or equal to t, remove the root vertex. This gives the same answer as applying peeling iterations to the entire tree, since we are simply postponing the removal decision for the root to the -th iteration. Now, in order to determine the corresponding probability with which the root vertex survives the peeling procedure, the crucial observation is that the root's offspring vertices are removed independently of each other, and with the same probability. This is a simple consequence of the definition of the branching process and the independence assumption between the number of offspring vertices (see Section III-C). Recall that we defined the root survival probability as z ( ) . Furthermore, we denote the survival probability of the root's offspring vertices by x ( −1) . Initially, the number of offspring vertices is Poisson distributed with mean c. After removing each offspring vertex independently with probability 1 − x ( −1) , the offspring distribution of the root vertex follows again a Poisson distribution, albeit with (reduced) mean cx ( −1) . (This is easily seen by using characteristic functions.) Hence, we obtain (2).
Essentially the same argument can be used to determine x ( ) . The only difference is that for offspring vertices we have to account for the fact they are connected to the previous level with an edge. Thus, they can be removed only if less than or equal to t − 1 (and not t) of their offspring vertices survive. This leads to the recursion (3), where the initial condition is given by x (0) = 1.
D. Concentration
The concentration bound in (5) is readily proved by using the method of typical bounded differences [47] . In particular, we can apply a special case of [47 
Then, for any a ≥ 0 and any choice of γ ∈ (0, 1], we have
where b = γ ( − ).
In our context, θ specifies the edges in the random graph G (see Section III). Thus, we can think about θ and θ as specifying two different graphs G = G(θ ) and G = G(θ ). The interpretation of the condition (25) is as follows. For any two graphs G, G that differ in only one edge, we have
where f denotes a function applied to the graphs. The constant is often referred to as the Lipschitz constant [47] . The event is chosen such that changing one coordinate in θ ∈ (i.e., adding or removing an edge in the graph defined by θ ) changes the function by at most , where should be substantially smaller than . The constant is referred to as the typical Lipschitz constant. In this regard, the event is assumed to be a typical event, i.e., it should occur with high probability.
Remark 9: In several applications, it is possible to establish concentration bounds based solely on suitable choices for . This approach leads to the more common bounded differences inequality (also known as McDiarmid's or Hoeffding-Azuma inequality). For example, the concentration bound for LDPC code ensembles in [17, eq. (11)] is based on this approach. However, in many cases (including the one considered here) the worst case changes corresponding to can be quite large, even though the typical changes may be small. For more details, we refer the reader to [47] and references therein.
Theorem 2 is applied as follows. We let f (θ ) = nW = n k=1 W k . Since f is the sum of n indicator RVs, we can choose = n. We further let be the event that the maximum vertex degree in G, denoted by D max , is strictly less than n δ for some fixed δ ∈ (0, 1). For the typical Lipschitz constant, we choose = 2( + 1)n δ . To show that for these choices the condition (25) holds, we argue as follows. First, observe that the maximum vertex degree in both G and G is at most n δ since adding an edge to the graph G increases the maximum degree by at most one (and removing an edge can only decrease the maximum degree). Consider now the maximum change in n k=1 W k that can occur by adding or removing an edge between two arbitrary vertices i and j under the assumption that the maximum degree remains bounded by n δ . Since W k depends only on the depth-neighborhood of the k-th vertex, such a change can only affect W k if either vertex i or j (or both) are part of the neighborhood of vertex k. But, due to the bounded maximum degree, vertex i appears in at most l=0 n δl ≤ ( + 1)n δ neighborhoods (and so does vertex j ). Hence, the sum n k=1 W k can change by at most 2( + 1)n δ .
We further choose γ = n −1 . Since = n, this implies that b ≤ γ = 1 and therefore we have
Consider now the second term on the right-hand side (RHS) of (26) with a = nε and p = c/n. We have
≤ exp −ε 2 n (8c + 8ε/3) 2 = e −β 1 n 1−2δ (29) where the inequality in (29) follows from m ≤ n 2 , 1−c/n ≤ 1 and (27), and in the last step we used = 2( + 1)n δ .
Note that the implicitly defined parameter β 1 > 0 depends only on ε, c, and . In order to bound the first term on the RHS of (26), we first note that P (θ / ∈ ) = P D max ≥ n δ . We then have
where, according to Lemma 1, the first inequality holds for some β 2 > 0 and n sufficiently large. To match the exponents in (29) and (30), we can set δ = (1 + 2 ) −1 . This proves (5) and completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark 10: The above proof applies to any function of the form f = n k=1 f k where f k is an indicator function that depends only on the depth-neighborhood of the k-th vertex in G.
V. GENERALIZED PRODUCT CODES
In this section, we analyze a deterministic construction of GPCs for which the residual graph corresponds to an inhomogeneous random graph [23] . The concept of inhomogeneity naturally arises if we wish to distinguish between different types of vertices. In our case, a type will correspond to a particular position in the Tanner graph and a certain erasurecorrecting capability. HPCs can be regarded as "single-type" or homogeneous, in the sense that all CNs (and thus all vertices in the residual graph) behave essentially the same.
A. Code Construction
Our code construction is defined in terms of three parameters η, γ , and τ . We denote the corresponding GPC by C n (η, γ , τ ), where n denotes the total number of CNs in the underlying Tanner graph. The two parameters η and γ essentially determine the graph connectivity, where η is a binary, symmetric L × L matrix and γ = (γ 1 , . . . , γ L ) is a probability vector of length L, i.e., L i=1 γ i = 1 and γ i ≥ 0. Since GPCs have a natural representation in terms of two-dimensional code arrays (see, e.g., Fig. 5 ), one may alternatively think about η and γ as specifying the array shape. We will see in the following that different choices for η and γ recover well-known code classes. The parameter τ is used to specify GPCs employing component codes with different erasure-correcting capabilities and will be described in more detail at the end of this subsection.
The Tanner graph describing the GPC C n (η, γ , τ ) is constructed as follows. Assume that there are L positions. Place n i γ i n CNs at each position i ∈ [L], where we assume that n i is an integer for all i . Then, connect each CN at position i to each CN at position j through a VN if and only if η i, j = 1.
In the following, we always assume that η i, j = 1 for at least one j and any i ∈ [L] so that there are no unconnected CNs. Furthermore, we assume that the matrix η is irreducible, so that the Tanner graph is not composed of two (or more) disconnected graphs.
Each of the n i CNs at position i has degree
where the first term in (31) arises from the convention that we cannot connect a CN to itself if η i,i = 1. Recall that the degree The total number of VNs (i.e., the length of the code) is given by
In the following, we assume some fixed (and arbitrary) ordering on the CNs and VNs.
Remark 11:
In the light of Remark 1, we see that the above construction merely specifies a Tanner graph and not a code. This is due to the missing assignment of the component code bit positions to the CN edges. Since our results do not depend on this assignment, it is assumed to be (arbitrarily) fixed. In the following examples, the assignment is implicitly specified due to an array description.
Example 7: HPCs are recovered by considering η = 1 and γ = 1. All CNs are equivalent and correspond to component codes of length n − 1.
Example 8: Choosing η = 0 1 1 0 leads to a PC. The relative lengths of the row and column component codes can be adjusted through γ , where γ = (1/2, 1/2) leads to a "square" PC with (uniform) component code length n/2. Note that the total number of CNs n is assumed to be even in this case.
Example 9: Consider an arbitrarily-shaped code array of finite size which is composed of n × n blocks arranged on a grid. In Fig. 4 , we illustrate how to construct η for such an array. This construction uses the (arbitrary) convention that column and row positions of the blocks are indexed by odd and even numbers, respectively. First, form the matrix η representing the array, where entries are 1 if a block is present on the corresponding grid point and 0 otherwise. Assume that η has size a × b , and let a = max(a , b ) . Then, the matrix η is of size 2a × 2a (i.e., L = 2a) and can be constructed by using the prescription respectively. An alternative way of describing the same code is to assume that the code array is composed of 6 blocks of size 4 × 4. In this case, we obtain 
where η is the matrix describing the array and η results from applying (33) . Note that CNs at position 5 are not connected (i.e., η 5,i = η i,5 = 0 for all i ). This is a consequence of the assumed numbering convention for column and row positions. for L = 8. The corresponding code array is shown in Fig. 5(b) , where n = 32 and γ is uniform. In general, the construction of a block-wise braided code is based on so-called multiple block permutators (MBPs). An MBP with multiplicity k is an N × N matrix with k ones in each row and column [22, Definition 2.1]. Given a component code of length n C and dimension k C , the diagonal and off-diagonal array blocks in Fig. 5 (b) correspond to MBPs with respective multiplicities 2k C − n C and n C − k C , where
However, this definition is unnecessarily narrow for our purposes in the sense that the multiplicities of the MBPs are linked to the dimension of the component code. For example, for the array shown in Fig. 5(b) (where N = 4 and n = 12), it would be required that each component code has dimension k C = 8 in order to comply with the definition in [22] . Here, we simply lift the constraint that the multiplicities of the MBPs are linked to the component code dimension. The only requirement for the considered GPC construction is that the MBPs have a blockwise structure themselves, see Fig. 6 for an example. Note that η can be found by following the steps in Example 9.
Remark 12: Both staircase and braided codes were originally introduced as convolutional-like codes with conceptually infinite length, i.e., L = ∞. It then becomes customary to employ a sliding-window decoder whose analysis is discussed in Section VI-C. We also remark that it is straightforward to extend the above construction of η and γ for staircase and braided codes to their natural tail-biting versions (see, e.g., [11] ). Staircase and braided codes can be classified as instances of (deterministic) spatially-coupled PCs, which are discussed in more detail in Section VI-E.
Up to this point, the GPC construction for a given η, γ , and n specifies the lengths of the component codes via (31) . We proceed by assigning different erasure-correcting capabilities to the component codes corresponding to CNs at different positions. To that end, for i ∈ [L], let τ (i ) = (τ 1 (i ) , . . . , τ t max (i )) be a probability vector of length t max , where τ t (i ) denotes the fraction of CNs at position i (out of n i total CNs) which can correct t erasures and t max is the maximum erasure-correcting capability. With some abuse of notation, the collection of these distributions for all positions is denoted by τ = (τ (i )) L i=1 . The assignment can be done either deterministically, assuming that τ t (i )n i is an integer for all i ∈ [L] and t ∈ [t max ], or independently at random according to the distribution τ (i ) for each position.
Example 12: Consider a PC where the row and column codes have the same length but different erasure-correcting capabilities t and t , respectively. We have η = 0 1 1 0 , γ = (1/2, 1/2), and additionally τ t (1) = 1 and τ t (2) = 1. More generally, the erasure-correcting capabilities may also vary across the row (and column) codes leading to irregular PCs [20] , [21] . 
B. Inhomogeneous Random Graphs
Assume that a codeword of C n (η, γ , τ ) is transmitted over the BEC with erasure probability p = c/n, for c > 0. Recall that the residual graph is obtained by removing known VNs and collapsing erased VNs into edges. We now illustrate how the ensemble of residual graphs for C n (η, γ , τ ) is related to the inhomogeneous random graph model.
Remark 13:
The parameter c can again be interpreted as an "effective" channel quality. Unlike for HPCs, its operational meaning does not necessarily correspond to the expected number of initial erasures per component code constraint (see Section II-B). However, the construction of C n (η, γ , τ ) can be slightly modified by introducing a parameter a > 0 that scales the total number of CNs from n to an. In this case, a can be chosen such that c corresponds again to the average number of erasures per component code constraint for large n. This modified construction is discussed in Section VI-A below.
In [23] , inhomogeneous random graphs are specified by a vertex space V and a kernel κ. Here, we consider only the finite-type case, see [23, Example 4.3] . In this case, the number of different vertex types is denoted by r and the vertex space V is a triple (S, μ, ( y n ) n≥1 ) , where S = [r ] is the so-called type space, μ : S → [0, 1] is a probability measure on S, and y n = (y
n ) is a deterministic or random sequence of points in S such that for each i ∈ S, we have
as n → ∞. For a finite number of vertex types, the kernel κ is a symmetric r × r matrix, where entries are denoted by κ i, j . For a fixed n > max i, j κ i, j , the inhomogeneous random graph G V (n, κ ) is defined as follows. The graph has n vertices where the type of vertex i is given by y (n)
i . An edge between vertex i and j exists with probability n −1 κ y
, independently of all other edges. 
Remark 14:
Even though we use [23] as our main reference, finite-type inhomogeneous random graphs (and their relation to multi-type branching processes) were first introduced and studied in [49] . See also the discussion in [38, p. 31] .
For the code C n (η, γ , τ ), the residual graph is an instance of an inhomogeneous random graph with a finite number of types, as defined above. In particular, there are r = Lt max different types in total, i.e., we have S = [Lt max ]. In our case, it is more convenient to specify the type of a vertex by a pair (i, t), where i ∈ [L] corresponds to the position in the Tanner graph and t ∈ [t max ] corresponds to the erasurecorrecting capability. In the construction of the sequence x n , the assignment of the type corresponding to the position is always deterministic. For the type corresponding to the erasure-correcting capability, we have the freedom to do the assignment deterministically or uniformly at random. In both cases, the fraction of vertices of type (i, t) is asymptotically given by γ i τ t (i ). This specifies the probability measure μ through the condition (37) . (For the random assignment, the condition (37) holds due to the weak law of large numbers.) The kernel κ is obtained from η by replacing each 0 entry with the all-zero matrix of size t max × t max and each 1 entry with a t max × t max matrix where all entries are equal to c.
Remark 15: The inhomogeneous random graph model in [23] is much more general than the finite-type case described above. In particular, S can be a separable metric space and κ a symmetric non-negative (Borel) measurable function on S ×S. This more general framework could be used for example to obtain the DE equations for so-called tightlybraided codes [13] , [22] . However, in that case the analysis does not admit a characterization in terms of a finite number of types. In particular, the DE equations are given in terms of integrals and solving the equations may then require the application of numerical integration techniques.
Similar to the (homogeneous) random graph G(n, p), one may use an alternative representation in terms of a random, symmetric n×n adjacency matrix θ with zeros on the diagonal. The structure of this matrix is shown in Fig. 7 . The matrix is composed of submatrices θ i, j of size n i × n j . The submatrix θ i, j is zero if η i, j = 0 and it consists of i.i.d. B( p) RVs if η i, j = 1 (with the constraint that the matrix θ is symmetric and all diagonal elements are zero). The inhomogeneous random graph is thus specified by m Bernoulli RVs, where m is defined in (32) .
From the matrix representation, it can be seen that the degree of a vertex at position k is distributed according to Bin(d k , c/n) , where d k is defined in (31) . Moreover, all vertices follow a Poisson distribution as n → ∞, where the mean for vertices at position k is given by
C. Iterative Decoding
After transmission over the BEC, we apply the same iterative decoding as described in Section II-C for the HPC. The only difference is that each component code is assumed to correct all erasures up to its erasure-correcting capability. In the corresponding iterative peeling procedure for the residual graph, one removes vertices of degree at most t, where t is the erasure-correcting capability of the corresponding CN. The erasure-correcting capability may now be different for different vertices depending on their type.
D. Asymptotic Performance
For a fixed number of decoding iterations , we wish to characterize the asymptotic performance as n → ∞. The crucial observation is that the distribution on the neighborhoodshape of a randomly chosen vertex in the residual graph converges asymptotically to a multi-type branching process [23, Remark 2.13]. In our case, the multi-type branching process is defined in terms of the code parameters η, γ , and τ . It generalizes the (single-type) branching process described in Section III-C as follows. The process starts with one vertex at depth 0 which has random type (i, t) with probability γ i τ t (i ). This vertex has neighboring (or offspring) vertices of possibly different types that extend to depth 1, each of which has again neighboring vertices that extend to the next depth, and so on. For a vertex with type (i, t), the number of offspring vertices with type ( j, t ) is Poisson distributed with mean cη i, j γ j τ t ( j ), independently of the number of offspring vertices of other types. Since the sum of independent Poisson RVs is again Poisson distributed, we have that the total number of offspring vertices of a vertex with type (i, t) is Poisson distributed with mean
independently of t (cf. (38)). The above multi-type branching process is denoted by X. We further use X(i, t) to denote the process which starts with a root vertex that has the specific type (i, t). Let z ( ) be the probability that the root vertex of the first generations of X survives the iterations of the peeling procedure. This probability is evaluated explicitly in Section V-E in terms of the code parameters η, γ , and τ . The main result is as follows. 
Furthermore, for any ε > 0, there exist δ > 0, β > 0, and n 0 ∈ N such that for all n > n 0 we have
Proof: In order to prove (40) on a pair (v, G) , where G is a graph composed of vertices with different types and v is a distinguished vertex of G, called the root. The function f is an -neighborhood function if it is invariant under typepreserving rooted-graph isomorphisms and depends only on the neighborhood of the vertex v up to depth . The RV W k depends only on the depth-neighborhood of the k-th vertex in the residual graph of C n (η, γ , τ ). Furthermore, the peeling outcome for the k-th vertex is invariant under isomorphisms as long as they preserve the vertex type. Hence, the RV W k can be expressed in terms of an -neighborhood function D as
That is, the function D evaluates the peeling procedure on the depth-neighborhood of a vertex and thus determines if the corresponding component code declares a decoding failure after iterations. To apply [23, Th. 11.6], we need to check that we have sup n E D (k, G) 4 < ∞. This is true since since D maps to {0, 1}. We then have [23, eq. (11.4 
where D (X) is defined by evaluating D on the branching process X up to depth , taking the initial vertex as the root. Therefore, E [D (X)] = z ( ) . This result generalizes the convergence result (4) for HPCs (i.e., G(n, c/n)) shown in Sections IV-A and IV-B. The proof in [23] relies on a stochastic coupling of the branching process X and the neighborhood exploration process for G V (n, κ ) (which generalizes the exploration process described in Section III-B to handle different vertex types), see [23, Lemma 11.4] for details. The proof of (41) follows along the same lines as the proof for the homogeneous case in Section IV-D, using again the typical bounded differences inequality. The bound on the maximum vertex degree for G(n, c/n) in Lemma 1 applies without change also to the inhomogeneous random graph G V (n, κ ). The only difference in the proof in Appendix A is that the equality in (93) becomes an inequality. The choice of the high-probability event and the typical Lipschitz constant is then the same as described in Section IV-D.
E. Density Evolution
In order to compute z ( ) , we proceed in a similar fashion as described in Section IV-C and break down the computation in a recursive fashion. First, note that from the definition of X and X(i, t), we have
where
is the probability that the root vertex of the first generations of the branching process X(i, t) survives the peeling procedure. We claim that
where x ( ) i,t is recursively given by
The argument is the same as described in Section IV-C. In particular, to determine the survival of the root of X(i, t) after peeling iterations, first determine if each offspring vertex gets removed by applying − 1 peeling iterations to the corresponding subtree. Then, make a decision based on the number of surviving offspring vertices. Again, one finds that offspring vertices survive independently of each other, however, the survival probability now depends on the vertex type. In particular, in (45), the quantity x
is the probability that a type-(i, t) offspring of the root vertex survives the − 1 peeling iterations applied to its subtree. The argument of the function ≥t+1 in (45) is the mean number of surviving offspring vertices, which, again, is easily found to be Poisson distributed. Essentially the same arguments can be applied to find (46) by taking into account the connecting edge of each offspring vertex to the previous level of the tree.
Using the substitution x
VI. DISCUSSION
Before considering a direct application of the obtained DE equations in the next section, we briefly discuss some relevant topics regarding their general application.
A. Thresholds and Code Comparisons
The decoding threshold for C n (η, γ , τ ) can be defined in terms of the effective channel quality as
Recall that in the code construction in Section V-A, γ is assumed to be a distribution, i.e., we have
This assumption turns out to be convenient in the formulation and proof of Theorem 3 since it ensures that the number of CNs in the Tanner graph is always given by n. However, when comparing the performance of different GPCs (for example in terms of thresholds computed via (49)), it is more appropriate to lift this assumption and replace γ i by a rescaled version aγ i for all i and some constant a. This simply corresponds to scaling the total number of CNs to an.
A reasonable scaling to compare different codes is to choose a such that the effective channel quality c can be interpreted asymptotically as the average number of initial erasures in each component code, similar to HPCs in Section II-C. Since each component code at position i initially contains an C,i c/n erasures, by averaging over all positions we obtain
Setting (51) equal to c leads to
Example 14: For staircase codes (see Example 10), we obtain a
B. Upper Bound on the Decoding Threshold
An upper bound on the decoding threshold for C n (η, γ , τ ) can be given as follows, see [31, Sec. VI-A]. Assume for a moment that all component codes can correct up to t erasures. The best one can hope for in this case is that each component code corrects exactly t erasures. That is, in total at most atn erasures can be corrected, where a is assumed to be defined as in (52) . Normalizing by the code length m (see (32) ) gives a maximum erasure probability of p ≤ atn/m or, in terms of the effective channel quality c ≤ atn 2 /m. Using (32) as n → ∞, we obtain c ≤ 2t as a necessary condition for successful decoding. This reasoning extends naturally also to the case where we allow for a mixture of erasure-correcting capabilities. In this case, one finds that c ≤ 2t, wherē
is the mean erasure-correcting capability. This bound is used for example as a reference in the code optimization discussed in Section VII.
Remark 16: A similar discussion can be found in [33] , where the authors refer to the resulting threshold bound (see [33, Definition 1] ) as the "weight-pulling" threshold.
C. Modified Decoding Schedules
We now discuss decoding algorithms that differ from the one described in Section II-C and Section V-C in terms of scheduling. For example, for conventional PCs, one typically iterates between the component decoders for the row and column codes. Another example is the decoding of convolutionallike GPCs, such as the ones described in Examples 10 and 11. For these codes, L is typically assumed to be very large and it becomes customary to employ a sliding-window decoder. Such a decoder does not require knowledge of the entire received code array in order to start decoding. The decoder instead only operates on a subset of the array within a so-called window configuration. After a predetermined number of iterations, this subset changes and the window "slides" to the next position.
More generally, assume that we wish to apply a different decoding schedule to C n (η, γ , τ ). To that end, let (l) . CNs at inactive positions are assumed to be frozen, in the sense that they do not contribute to the decoding process. In the peeling procedure, vertices at inactive positions are simply ignored during iteration l.
In order to check if Theorem 3 remains valid for a modified decoding schedule, we adopt the convention that frozen CNs continue to declare a decoding failure if they declared a failure in the iteration in which they were last active. Moreover, we assume that each CN position belongs to the set of active positions at least once during the decoding, i.e., we assume that
is not defined for CNs that were never activated). Using these assumptions, it can be shown that Theorem 3 remains valid. The only difference is that the corresponding DE equations now depend on the schedule through
and
To see this first observe that in the proof of Theorem 3, the decoding schedule can be handled by simply assuming an appropriately modified neighborhood functionD . In particular, one may think about embedding the decoding schedule (A (l) ) l∈[ ] into the functionD . Observe that the scheduling does not change the fact that the decoding outcome is isomorphism invariant, as long as the type of all vertices is preserved. Thus, it remains to show that applying the modified decoding functionD to the branching process X results in (54) and (55). Assuming that the root vertex is active in the final iteration , we can proceed as before. If, on the other hand, the root vertex is not active in the final iteration , we know that the survival probability is the same as it was in the previous iteration. This gives (54) and applying the same reasoning for offspring vertices gives (55) .
D. Performance on the Binary Symmetric Channel
When assuming transmission over the binary symmetric channel (BSC) as opposed to the BEC, the crucial difference is that there is a possibility that the component decoders may miscorrect, in the sense that they introduce additional errors into the iterative decoding process. This makes a rigorous analysis challenging.
One possible approach is to change the iterative decoder. In particular, consider again the message-passing interpretation of the iterative decoding in Remark 3. In [31] , the authors propose to modify the decoder in order to make the corresponding message-passing update rules extrinsic. In this case, miscorrections can be rigorously incorporated into the asymptotic decoding analysis for GPC ensembles. The reason why this approach works from a DE perspective is that for code ensembles, the entire computation graph (for a fixed depth) of a CN in the Tanner graph becomes treelike. In fact, this makes it possible to analyze a variety of extrinsic message-passing decoders for a variety of different channels [17] , including the above modified iterative decoder for the BSC.
Unfortunately, this approach appears to be limited to code ensembles. Recall that for the deterministic GPC construction C n (η, γ , τ ), it is only the neighborhood in the residual graph that becomes tree-like (not the entire computation graph). Therefore, the independence assumption between messages is not necessarily satisfied, neither for intrinsic nor extrinsic message-passing algorithms. In general, it is not obvious how to rigorously incorporate miscorrections into an asymptotic analysis for a deterministic GPC construction. Applying our results to the BSC thus requires a similar assumption as in [9] , [11] , [19] , i.e., either one assumes that miscorrections are negligible or that a genie prevents them.
E. Spatially-Coupled Product Codes
Of particular interest are GPCs where the matrix η has a band-diagonal "convolutional-like" structure. The associated GPC can then be classified as a spatially-coupled PC. For example, the GPCs discussed in Examples 10 and 11, i.e., staircase and braided codes, are particular instances of spatially-coupled PCs. Spatially-coupled codes have attracted a lot of attention in the literature due to their outstanding performance under iterative decoding [50] , [51] .
In [52] , we study the asymptotic performance of deterministic spatially-coupled PCs based on the theory derived in this paper. In particular, we provide a detailed comparison to spatially-coupled PCs that are based on the code ensembles proposed in [31] [32] [33] . One of the main outcomes of this work is that there exists a family of deterministic spatially-coupled PCs (see [52, Definition 2] ) that asymptotically follows the same DE recursion as the ensembles defined in [31] [32] [33] .
This implies that certain ensemble properties proved in these papers (in particular lower bounds on the decoding thresholds via potential function methods) also apply to the deterministic code family as well. An important step to show this result is to transform the ensemble DE recursions obtained in [31] [32] [33] into a form that makes them comparable to the DE recursion for deterministic GPCs obtained in this paper. We also show that there exists a related, but structurally simpler, deterministic code family (see [52, Definition 5] ) that attains essentially the same asymptotic performance. The simpler code family follows a slightly different DE recursion, which can also be analyzed using potential function methods (see the appendix of [52] for details).
It is also interesting to compare the asymptotic DE predictions to performance of practical finite-length spatiallycoupled PCs. This was done in [53] for staircase, braided, and so-called half-braided codes assuming a window decoder with realistic parameters.
F. Parallel Binary Erasure Channels
It is possible to generalize the analysis presented in this paper to the case where transmission takes place over M parallel BECs with different erasure-correcting capabilities p 1 , . . . , p M [54] . In that scenario, one considers the scaling
where the positive constants c 1 , . . . , c M act as the effective channel qualities for the parallel BECs. As an application, the authors showed in [54] that the resulting asymptotic performance analysis can be used to predict and optimize the performance of C n (η, γ , τ ) when combined with a higher-order signal constellation in a coded modulation setup assuming a hard-decision symbol detector.
VII. IRREGULAR HALF-PRODUCT CODES
In this section, we consider an application of the derived DE equations for deterministic GPCs. In particular, we discuss the optimization of component code mixtures for HPCs. Recall that for (regular) HPCs, we have η = 1, γ = 1, and all component codes associated with the CNs have the same erasurecorrecting capability t. Similar to irregular PCs [20] , [21] , an irregular HPC is obtained by assigning component codes with different erasure-correcting capabilities to the CNs. The primary goal of this section is to show how the asymptotic DE analysis can be used in practice to achieve performance improvements for finite-length codes. The general approach is to use decoding thresholds as an optimization criterion. This is, of course, completely analogous to optimizing degree distributions of irregular LDPC codes based on DE. Thus, it comes with similar caveats (e.g., no optimality guarantees for finite code lengths), but also with similar strengths (e.g., an efficient and fast optimization procedure).
A. Preliminaries
The assignment of erasure-correcting capabilities to the CNs is done according to the distribution τ = (τ 1 , . . . , τ t max ) . (For notational convenience, we suppress the dependence of the distribution and other quantities on the position index in the Tanner graph.) The mean erasure-correcting capability (53) in this case is given byt
The DE equation (48) simplifies to
with x (0) = 1. The decoding threshold (49) can alternatively be written as
since z ( ) → 0 if and only if x ( ) → 0 as → ∞. From (57) and the fact that ≥t (x) for any t ∈ N and x ≥ 0 is strictly increasing, we have that the condition
implies successful decoding after a sufficiently large number of iterations, i.e., we have that c * ≥ c. We wish to design τ such that c * is as large as possible. Obviously, choosing component codes with larger erasurecorrecting capability gives better performance, i.e., larger thresholds. Thus, the design is done under the constraint that the mean erasure-correcting capabilityt remains fixed. This is the natural analogue to the rate-constraint when designing degree distributions for irregular LDPC codes.
B. Lower Bounds on the Threshold
Before discussing the practical optimization of the distribution τ based on a linear program in the next subsection, we show that one can construct irregular HPCs that have thresholds
where we recall that the upper bound in (60) holds for any GPC according to the discussion in Section VI-B. The lower bound in (60) is achieved by a uniform distribution. In particular, from
where we recall that ≥t (cx) = P (Po(cx) ≥ t). If we then choose a uniform distribution according to τ t = 1/N for t ∈ [N] (i.e., t max = N), we have
where the (strict) inequality follows from the fact that ≥t (x) > 0 for any t ∈ N and x > 0. We see from (62) that the threshold for the uniform distribution satisfies c * ≥ N (cf. (59)). Moreover, the average erasurecorrecting capability is given bȳ
Therefore, we have
or c * ≥ 2t − 1. This simple lower bound shows that one can design irregular HPCs that are within a constant gap of the upper 2t-bound. This is in contrast to regular HPCs wherē t = t. In this case, the difference between the threshold c * and 2t becomes unbounded for large t, since c * = t + t log t + O(log(t)) [34] . Remark 17: Essentially the same argument also allows us to give a lower bound on the threshold for irregular HPCs when the minimum erasure-correcting capability is constrained to some value t min > 1. In that case, a uniform distribution over {t min , t min + 1, . . . , t min + N − 1} still gives a threshold that satisfies c * ≥ N. However, we havet = (N + 2t min − 1)/2. Hence, one obtains the lower bound c * ≥ 2t − 2t min + 1.
C. Optimization via Linear Programming
The optimal distribution maximizes the threshold c * subject to a fixed mean erasure-correcting capabilityt. Alternatively, one may fix a certain channel quality parameter c and minimizet as follows.
subject to
The objective function and all constraints in (65)-(67) are linear in τ 1 , . . . , τ t max . Thus, after discretizing the constraint (67) according to x = i for i ∈ [M] and = 1/M, one obtains a linear program, which can be efficiently solved by standard numerical optimization solvers. In Fig. 8 , we show the thresholds of the optimized irregular HPCs by the red line, where we used M = 1000 and t max = 50, as a function oft. We also show the thresholds for regular HPCs (wherē t = t = 2, 3, . . . ) and the 2t-bound by the blue and black lines, respectively. It can be seen that the thresholds for regular HPCs diverge from the bound for larget, as expected. Using irregular HPCs, the thresholds can be significantly improved for larget. However, there appears to be an almost constant gap between the upper bound and the threshold curve. This gap is investigated in more detail in the next subsection.
For practical applications, it is often desirable to limit the fraction of component codes with "small" erasure-correcting capabilities in order to avoid harmful error floors [11] . It is straightforward to incorporate a minimum erasure-correcting capability t min into the above linear program. For example, the green line in Fig. 8 shows the thresholds of the optimized irregular HPCs when the minimum erasure-correcting capability is constrained to t min = 4. This additional constraint entails a threshold penalty which, however, decreases for larger values oft.
D. Initial Component Code Loss
We now focus in more detail on the upper 2t-bound for the thresholds of irregular HPCs. In particular, we show that it is possible to give a slightly improved upper bound based on the notion of an initial component code loss. Based on this, it can be shown that the upper bound in (60) is in fact strict, i.e., for any distribution τ with mean erasure-correcting capabilityt and threshold c * , the gap 2t−c * is always bounded away from zero. This gives an intuitive explanation for the gap between the threshold curve and the 2t-bound observed in Fig. 8 . A similar bound for irregular LDPC code ensembles over the BEC is given in [55] .
Recall that the upper bound has been derived in Section VI-B under the (somewhat optimistic) assumption that each t-erasure correcting component code corrects exactly t erasures. In other words, each component code is assumed to contribute its maximum erasure-correcting potential to the overall decoding. A refined version of this argument takes into account the fact that a certain amount of erasure-correcting potential is lost almost surely before the iterative decoding process even begins. In particular, let the RVs N i,t , for i = 0, 1 . . . , t − 1, be the number of CNs corresponding to t-erasure-correcting component codes that are initially connected to i < t erased VNs. In the first decoding iteration, each of these CNs corrects only i erasures instead of t, i.e., the maximum number of erasures E that we can hope to correct is upper bounded by
Since E/n and N i,t /n converge almost surely to the deterministic values c/2 and τ t =i (c), respectively, we obtain
as a necessary condition for successful decoding, where we implicitly defined the initial component code loss for the distribution τ as
with
for c > 0 and t ∈ N. Remark 18: The affine extension of L(t, c) for a fixed c ≥ 0 is convex in t ∈ [1; ∞) in the sense that for any c ≥ 0 and t = 2, 3, . . . , we have
This implies that for any distribution τ with average erasurecorrecting capabilityt, the associated initial component code loss satisfies
i.e., the initial loss is minimized for regular HPCs. The bound (69) has a natural interpretation in terms of areas related to the curves involved in the condition (59), similar to the area theorem for irregular LDPC code ensembles. Indeed, an alternative way to show that successful decoding implies (69) is by integrating the condition (59) . Using integration by parts, one obtains the indefinite integral [56] 
Thus, we have
where the last equality follows from
Hence, integrating both sides of (59) from zero to one and using (78), one obtains
or, equivalently, (69). A visualization is shown in Fig. 9 , where the red and black lines correspond to the left-hand side (LHS) and RHS of (59), respectively. The area below the red curve up to x = 1 (shown in red) corresponds to the LHS of (84). Similarly, it can be shown using (75) that the area between the red line and x = 1 (shown in blue) corresponds to the scaled erasure-correcting capabilityt/c. Note that the 2t-bound on the threshold simply corresponds to the fact that the blue area cannot be smaller than 1/2, since otherwise the red and black lines would have to cross. From the previous discussion, we have seen that the gap to the upper 2t-bound is partially due to the initial component code loss. In particular, by combining the blue and red areas, it can be seen that the hatched area in Fig. 9 corresponds precisely to the (scaled) loss L τ (c)/c.
Consider now again the outcome of the linear program for the optimized irregular HPCs in Fig. 8 . In Fig. 10 , the (vertical) gap 2t − c * between the black and red lines in Fig. 8 is shown for a larger range oft. It can be seen that the gap is decreasing witht, albeit rather slowly. We also plot the initial component code loss for the optimized distributions at the threshold value by the blue line. From this, we see that the initial component code loss accounts for approximately half of the threshold gap for the optimized irregular distributions.
Remark 19: In fact, we conjecture that the following is true. Assume c ∈ N. Then, for any distribution τ with threshold c * ≥ c and mean erasure-correcting capabilityt, we havē
This bound is shown in Fig. 10 by the dashed line, although we failed to prove it. Proving (85) would be interesting, since one can show that lim c→∞ 1 c c t=1 L(t, c) = 1/4 and hence 2t − c * ≥ 1/2, which seems to be the constant to which the optimization outcome is converging fort → ∞.
E. Simulation Results
In order to illustrate how the thresholds can be used to design practical irregular HPCs, we consider (shortened) binary BCH codes as component codes. Given the Galois-field extension degree ν, a shortening parameter s, and the erasurecorrecting capability t, we let the component code be an (n, k C , d min ) BCH code, where n = 2 ν −1−s, d min = t+1, and k C = n − νt/2, t even n − ν(t − 1)/2 − 1, t odd.
In the following, we consider two irregular HPCs, wheret ≈ 7.
As a comparison, we use a regular HPC with τ 7 = 1 for which c * ≈ 11.34. The optimal distribution (rounded to three decimal places) according to the linear program (65)- (67) 
which yields c * ≈ 13.42. We also consider the case where the minimum erasure-correcting capability is constrained to be t min = 4. For this case, one obtains τ 4 = 0.495, τ 9 = 0.029, τ 10 = 0.476,
and the threshold is reduced to c * ≈ 12.88. For the simulations, we consider two different component code lengths, n = 1000 (i.e., ν = 10 and s = 23) and n = 3000 (i.e., ν = 12 and s = 1095), leading to an overall length of the HPCs of m ≈ 500, 000 and m ≈ 4, 500, 000, respectively. If we denote the dimension of the k-th component code by k C k , the code rate is lower bounded by [7, Sec. 5.2.1]
For the regular case and the distributions (87) and (88), the lower bound evaluates to approximately 0.93 and 0.97 for n = 1000 and n = 3000, respectively. (In order to obtain shorter (longer) codes for the same rate, one needs to reduce (increase)t.) Although the chosen values for n are merely for illustration purposes, we remark that the delay caused by such seemingly long block-lengths is typically not a problem for high-speed applications. For example, the delay for the GPCs designed for fiber-optical communication systems in [8] and [13] is in the order of 2, 000, 000 bits. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 11 by the dashed lines. In all cases, the maximum number of decoding iterations is restricted to = 100. Results for regular HPCs are shown in red, while results for the irregular HPCs defined by the optimized distributions (87) and (88) are shown in green and blue, respectively. For lower error rates, the irregular HPCs defined by (87) are clearly outperformed by regular HPCs and HPCs defined by the distribution (88). This is due to the relatively large fraction of component codes that only correct 1 and 2 erasures, which leads to a large error floor.
It is interesting to inspect the DE predictions for = 100, which are shown by the solid lines in Fig. 11 . The predicted performance for the regular and irregular distribution (88) drops sharply, while the predicted performance for the distribution (87) shows a markedly different behavior due to the finite iteration number. It is therefore important to stress that an optimization via the condition (59) implicitly assumes an unrestricted number of decoding iterations. (As a reference, the DE prediction for the distribution (87) with = 1000 is shown by the green dotted line.) Thus, if we had done an optimization based on DE assuming = 100 and targeting an error rate of around 10 −7 in Fig. 11 , we would have rejected the distribution (87) in favor of the distribution (88) right away. A method to incoorporate the number of decoding iterations into the threshold optimization of irregular LDPC code ensembles is discussed for example in [57] . Lastly, the HPCs defined by (88) have a comparable finitelength scaling behavior below the threshold and no noticeable error-floor for the simulated error rates. As a consequence, the performance gains for this distribution over the regular HPCs predicted by DE are well preserved also for finite lengths.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we studied the performance of deterministically constructed GPCs under iterative decoding. Using the framework of sparse inhomogeneous random graphs, we showed how to derive the DE equations that govern the asymptotic behavior. In principle, DE can be used for a variety of different applications, e.g., parameter tuning, optimization of decoding schedules, or the design of new GPCs. Here, we used the derived DE equations to optimize irregular HPCs that employ a mixture of component codes with different erasurecorrecting capabilities. Using an approach based on linear programming, we obtained irregular HPCs that outperform regular HPCs.
For future work, it would be interesting to analyze deterministic code constructions that incorporate VNs with larger degrees. Larger VN degrees are easily incorporated into an ensemble approach, see, e.g., [33] . An example of a corresponding deterministic code construction is the case where code arrays are generalized from two to three (or higher) dimensional objects, e.g., a cube-shaped code array. In that case, the residual graph could be modeled as a random hypergraph. Cores in random hypergraphs have for example been studied in [58] .
Another interesting topic for future work is the investigation of the finite-length scaling behavior of deterministic GPCs, similar to the work for LDPC codes in [59] . In fact, the scaling behavior of the k-core in random graphs is characterized in [60] and it would be interesting to translate these results into the coding setting. To the best of our knowledge, finitelength scaling for the inhomogeneous random graph model has not yet been considered. However, such an analysis would be of great practical value since it may allow for accurate performance estimations of GPCs under iterative BDD for finite values of n.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1 First, we upper-bound the probability that the degree D k of the k-th vertex exceeds d n using the Chernoff bound. Let θ ∼ B(c/n), then, for any λ > 0, we have (97) where (91) follows from applying Markov's inequality, (93) holds because all θ k, j ∼ θ are independent except θ k,k = 0, (96) stems from (1 + x/n) n ≤ e x for x ≥ 0, and (97) follows from minimizing over λ. Thus, for d n = (log(n)) and any β > 0, there is an n 0 such that P (D k ≥ d n ) ≤ e −βd n . Hence, if one chooses β large enough, then the union bound implies First, fromT =Z 0 +Z 1 + . . .Z , we obtain
Using the definition ofZ i and the law of total expectation, it can be shown that for i > j , we have
